Vincent Massey Character Education

DEADLINE EXTENDED! Submit by 20 March 2008

Massey Character Quiz
Complete the following quiz, print the second page, fill in your information, and submit it in the box on the office counter for your chance to win movie tickets!
1. Fairness means that everyone
a) gets the same things.
b) is treated the same way.
c) gets what they need.
d) all of the above
2. A payoff of being fair is that people are likely to
a) respect you.
b) trust you.
c) treat you fairly.
d) all of the above
3. Respect is necessary with the following types of people
a) the elderly
b) the handicapped
c) in public
d) all of the above
4. Which action would be considered most RESPECTFUL in a job interview
a) sneezing into your hands to avoid overspray
b) smiling politely
c) standing when an interviewer comes into the room
d) drinking coffee with the boss to seem polite
5. Being Trustworthy means
a) being reliable and true to your word most of the time
b) being sincere but not having to trust others
c) being reliable and dependable
d) following through with risks
6. Trustworthiness is important:
a) because it makes you more popular
b) because others are relying on you and it’s an important lifelong trait
c) because firefighters demonstrate this trait
d) because its one of the character traits
7. What event is occurring at Massey to address self-discipline?
a) a breakfast
b) a lottery
c) an assembly
d) a stress-relief seminar

8. What day will the stress-relief seminar take place?
a) March 31st
b) April 1st
c) April 2nd
d) April 3rd
9. You know you are responsible when:
a) you catch up on missed work when you’re away
b) you come to class on time, prepared, and ready to work.
c) you meet deadlines for assigned work in all your classes.
d) all of the above
10. You know you are irresponsible when:
a) you regard bells as only a “suggested” time to get to class.
b) you expect your teachers to catch you up on missed work
c) your binders are a disaster and you don’t know where any of your notes are
d) all of the above.
11. Part of diligence is good time management, which is defined as:
a) making a list
b) doing what you have to do in order to have time to do what you want to do
c) recording tasks on a calendar
d) working, and doing so all day long without breaks
12. Which of the following is NOT a strategy for paying attention to detail?
a) Asking questions if you are unclear about concepts.
b) Working ahead and showing progress to your teacher.
c) Read over assignments and the rubric and follow instructions carefully.
d) Relying on friends to remind you of assignments.
13. Which of the statement(s) below is/are not examples of caring?
a) Holding doors or helping someone who’s carrying a lot of books.
b) Giving a hand to a fellow student and not expecting anything in return.
c) Listening to someone who’s upset
d) Making sure to get to class early to begin working ahead
14. Which trait does the following quotation describe? “Too often we underestimate
the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest compliment, or
the smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn a life around.”
a) Trustworthiness
b) Fairness
c) Caring
d) Respect
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Ensure to submit your answers by 7 March 2008
in order to be entered in a draw for a night on the town!

